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Interface Updates
Growth Accounting Display, fix error when showing single graph and hovering on top
Changed Bilateral menus and removed password, added warning.
Disable Intercept option if not using decomposed groups or G-lists.
Make Morbidity pyramid visible from Main Menu.
Added Base Value Year for Display Options in TableDisplay

Model Updates
Changes to common: mfpeconints now has regions, added agmvaluem, agxvaluex
Keeping alliances and LOR constant (Bilateral Mode)
Added allianceadd additive factor, loradd additive factor, trade agreement additive factor
Fixed distribution of agedst and fagedst when using exogenous POP.
Fix to rebase with 2019 or 2020, financial tables no longer need base year.
Added minimum limit of 0.25 for GINIDOM (it was blowing up for Kuwait in historical base)
Setting Nulls to 0 in Poverty by Age and Sex for historical base.
Added Medium, Optimistic and Pessimistic CLPCV implementations using clpccvr.
Added commented code to change iGDPRCor using CBR-CDR instead of POPR (for further
evaluation).
Fixed malnpoppsw to be 1, povagesexdyanmic = 1 (Global Parameters)
Fixed problem with Forced Bilateral Migration
Added condition gdpadjsw = 0 to take exogenous GDPPCP so that SSP scenarios can work
with gdprext

Data Updates
Data update from Yutang (January 14th):

IFsHistSeries & Data Dict:

49 Tables inserted & updated:
6 tables updated, Econ Freedom data
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3 preprocessors, EdPriTransition2Sec%
5 preprocessors, LandUse type from FAO
14 tables updated, Food stock variation from FAO FBS
1 new table, NetForeignAssets%GDP from WDI
3 new tables, ILO informal labor size
4 new tables, WB Prospects informal economy
8 tables updated, CoW national material capacity
2 tables updated & 4 new tables, personal transfer + compensation = remittances
from IMF
3 tables, 2 of which are preprocessors, TFR from UNPD & WDI

DataDict:
New lines in the def or extended def are now removed. Country data report function
should work now.
Dates are now formatted.

Notes:
Changes made are based on "IFsHistSeries 7.78 20211020".

Data update from Yutang (February 8th), IMF growth values, January update. IFsHistSeries
& Data Dict:

Tables inserted & updated:
2 preprocessors, GDP2011 & GDP2011PCPPP updated from WB and IMF, Sce files
as well.

Notes:
Changes made are based on "IFsHistSeries 7.82 20220114".
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